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their carrier or service provider. The Chum Management
application aims at the dual purposesof understandingthe driving
forces and reasonsbehind chum and predicting the likely future
churners.
Using “white-box” methods of rule-discovery, the system
generatesrules or segmentsthat describe the patterns relevant to
chum. These rules can help an analyst understandthe reasonsfor
chum and devise preventive measures.Thus the analyst can
combine the automatically generatedknowledge with his domain
expertise.An examplesof automatically generatedpatterns(this is
a slightly modified “real life” example):
.
Customers who make many international calls, and whose
overall usage is low, tend to chum. This pattern had an
explanation, as it was cheaper to make international calls
from one of the competitors.

ABSTRACT
Many fraud analysis systems have at their heart a rule-based
engine for generatingalerts about suspicious behaviors. The rules
in the systemare usually basedon expert knowledge. Automatic
rule discovery aims at using past examples of fraudulent and
legitimate usageto find new patternsand rules to help distinguish
between the two. Some aspectsof the problem of finding rules
suitable for fraud analysis make this problem unique. Among
them are the following: the need to find rules combining both the
properties of the customer (e.g., credit rating) and properties of
the specific “behavior” which indicates fraud (e.g., number of
international calls in one day); and the need for a new definition
of accuracy: We need to find rules which do not necessarily
classify correctly each individual “usage sample” as either
fraudulent or not, but ensurethe identification, with a minimum of
wasted cost and effort, of most of the fraud “cases” (i.e.,
defraudedcustomers).
Theseaspectsrequire a special-purposerule discovery system.We
presentas an example a two-stage systembasedon adaptation of
the C4.5 rule generator, with an additional rule selection
mechanism.Our experimental results indicate that this route is
very promising.

The secondstageof the Chum Managementprocessinvolves the
building of a prediction model, which servesto predict the chum
likelihood for current customers in the next month (or few
months). Our experience shows that a prediction model enables
the operator to find between 20% and 50% of all churners in the
top 2% of the list of customers,ranked by their chum prediction
scores.
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The telecommunications industry suffers major losses due to
fraud. The various types of fraud may be classified into two
categories:
Subscription fraud - fraudsters obtain an account without
intention to pay the bill. In such cases,abnormal usage occurs
throughout the active period of the account. The account is
usually used for call selling or intensive self-usage.Casesof bad
debt, where customers who do not necessarily have fraudulent
intentions never pay a single bill, also fall into this category.
These cases, while not always considered as “fraud”, are also
interesting and should be identified.
Superimposedfraud - fraudsters“take over” a legitimate account.
In such cases, the abnormal usage is superimposed upon the
normal usageof the legitimate customers.Examples of such cases
include cellular cloning, calling card theft and cellular handset
theft.
Call details alone are not enough to establish casesof fraud. A
certain call may be perfectly normal in one situation, but indicate
fraud in another. For example, a call to a Premium Rate Service
may be normal if the customer usually makes such calls, but
suspicious otherwise. Usage volume (total number, duration or
rated value of calls over a certain period) is also crucial in

1. INTRODUCTION
The two mature applications developed at Amdocs, which make
widespread use of data mining techniques and algorithms are
Chum Managementand Fraud Analysis.
In this paper we first give a brief review of the data mining
aspectsof our Chum Management application. We devote the
bulk of the discussion to the analysis and solution of one of the
interesting data-mining problems, which arose within the Fraud
Analysis application.

2. CHURN MANAGEMET
In general “chum” refers to the process of customersswitching
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them (contrary to “black box” models, such as neural networks).
This way, the analyst can incorporate the discovered knowledge
into the existing system. If an appropriate rule discovery
procedureis used, the resulting discovered rules may be added to
the existing rule-set in the system,and enhanceit.
In this paper,we aim at understandingthe unique problem of rulediscovery for fraud analysis. We show why standard rulediscovery methodologies, used in the classification context, are
inappropriate for this problem, and suggest alternatives for both
the rule-discovery methodology and the algorithms used within it.

establishing a fraud case.Finally, customerdetails, such as price
plan and credit rating, are important in fraud analysis, especially
in the analysis of subscription fraud. For example,customerswith
a poor credit rating may need to be monitored with tighter
thresholds, and new customers can be monitored with unique
fraud patterns. The use of customer data can refine the fraud
patterns, and increase the accuracy of these patterns. A fraud
detection systemshould therefore consider the context of the call
(customer details and representation of customer’s normal
behavior) and usagevolume, in addition to call details.
Previous work in the field of fraud detection has concentrated
mainly on identifying superimposed fraud. Most techniques
describedin literature use CDR (call detail record) data to create
behavior profiles for the customer, and detect deviations from
these profiles. [6] describe a rule based systemthat monitors the
averageand standarddeviation of the daily number and duration
of calls of certain characteristics (e.g., international calls), and
compares cases against a user-defined threshold in terms of
standarddeviations. [5] use similar profiles, but learn from known
cases a fraud model (combination of monitors and monitor
thresholds) using a neural network. [3] do not use predetined
monitors, but learn from historical data which monitors are
relevant to fraud. Other methods profile customer behavior
without using specific predelined patterns ([4], [2]). None of the
mentioned techniques uses customer data in the fraud analysis.
None of the systems is aimed at or capable of identifying
subscription fraud.

5. UNIQUENESS OF THE PROBLEM
The problem of finding fraud has some features that make it
different from standardclassification and rule-discovery problems
in other data-mining domains. An attempt to use the standard
algorithms and methods will result in unsatisfactory results.
Following are someof the main points, which make this problem
unique and require either special-purpose algorithms and new
methodologies, or at least, significant adjustments to existing
ones.

5.1 Two Data Levels
We must first tackle the problem of “where the patterns live”.
There are at least two separatelevels of data, and sometimesmore.
One level is the customer data, Examples of such attributes are
customer’s age, ethnicity and family status, price plan and
telephone model. The second level is what we have termed
“behavior’‘-level data.This term refers to usagecharacteristicsin a
short time frame (typically a single day). Typical behavior-level
attributes are the number of international calls in a day and total
duration of all calls in a day. They may also include “normalized”
behavior monitors detecting changes in behavior relative to the
history of usageby this particular customer.
Our goal is to find patternscombining elementsfrom both levels,
giving rules such as the following: “‘Peoplewho have a particular
price plan that makes international calls expensive and who
display a sharp rise in international calls are likely the victims of
cloning fraud’.
Finding such rules with standard classification-rules generators,
such as C4.5 [7] or CART [l] is problematic. If we try to use
them, the data should first be arranged with one record per
“behavior sample” (which can be, for example, a list of daily
behavior monitors). Then, the customer properties are actually
“duplicated” for all the records of the samecustomer.A standard
rule-generation algorithm, like C4.5, will then typically find rules
using only customer-level attributes that will not represent true
patternsbut rather results of the duplication effect. For example, a
rule can state that a customer named X is likely to be the
fraudulent, because the training data contains 100 records
(behavior samples)for a single customer named X, all classified
as fraudulent due to subscription fraud. Thus this rule wilI have
coverage of 100 “behavior samples” and accuracy of 100%.
However, the true coverageof this rule is clearly one (customer)
rather than 100 (records) - because it uses only customer
attributes. Henceit has no generalization ability.
In section 6 we discuss the rulediscovery techniques that can
tackle two-level data and assure the generation of appropriate
two-level rules.

4. RULE BASED FRAUD DETECTION
Many commercial fraud analysis applications am basedon rules.
In a rulebased fraud detection system,fraud patterns are defined
as rules. Rules may consist of one or more conditions. When all
conditions are met, an alert is raised.
Data of 3 types may participate in rule conditions: call details,
customer details and behavior monitors. Behavior monitors are
summations of number, duration or rated value of calls over a
certain time window (e.g., the daily number of calls to mobile
phones at off-peak hours). Any population of calls can be
monitored. For identifying superimposed fraud, “normalized”
monitors can be used. These monitors denote the measuredvalue
in termsof standarddeviations from the averagevalue. High value
of such monitor indicates an extremeincreasein usage,and can be
usedin a superimposedfraud rule. Example for rules may be:
credit-rating= C ANDdaily~intemationai~calls~duration
> Phrs=> alert
deposit= X ANDnormalized-daily-duration
> 4 standarddeviations=>
alert
The alerts are gathered into cases (a case for each account)
together with account data and CDRs. The casesare the starting
point of the manual investigation process,where a human analyst
determinesfor eachcasewhether it is actually fraudulent or not.
Traditionally, fraud rules are defined according to expert
knowledge of the fraud analyst. However, new fraud techniques
emergeconstantly, and somepatterns are not intuitive. Therefore,
it is important to complete the expert knowledge by automatically
discovering fraud patterns in historical data. In addition, rule
discovery process can help in finetuning existing rules or
thresholds, in order to minimize alerts. Rule discovery methods,
which output lists of fraud rules (“white box”), enable the analyst
to easily interpret the results and understand the reasonsbehind
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5.2 Requirements from “Good” Rules
In the fraud analysis context, the generatedrules will be used as
alarm-settersfor suspectedfraud. Therefore, we would like to
generaterules that are appropriate for this task, rather than for
standardmachine learning taskssuch as classification or scoring.
In a rule-based fraud managementsystems,the alarms (or alerts)
are usually not treated individually but rather combined at the
customer level into “cases” of suspectedfraud. Thus, K alerts
generatedfor the same customer result in only one case being
created,while K alerts generatedfor K different customers,result
in K different casesbeing created.If we just count the number of
true alarms (i.e., alerts that are actually fraudulent) and false
alarms,the two situations would be identical. Thus, it is generally
true that accuracyshould be computedat the customer(case)level
- the “higher” of the two levels mentioned above.The successof
a fraud rule is determined by how many really fraudulent cases
were identified and how many caseswere false alarms.
‘Ihe coverage of a rule should similarly be computed at the
customerlevel, to indicate the variety of fraudulent casescovered
by this pattern. However, the coverage in “records” (the total
number of alerts generatedby this rule) is also of interest, as it
indicates the number of alerts per case.A casewith many alerts is
likely to both appearearlier (i.e., the first alert for the casewill be
generatedsoon after the fraud starts)and be treatedmore quickly.
Thus the criteria for the quality of a rule are:
.
High accuracyin cases(=> specificity - most casesfound are
really fraudulent).
.
High coverage of true fraud cases (=> sensitivity - most
fraudulent casesare found).
.
High coverage of true fraud alerts (=> fraud cases are
detectedquickly).

5.3 Requirements from “Good” Rule-Sets
Within a rulebased system the performance of each individual
rule is secondaryin importance.The main issue is, of course, the
performanceof the rule-set selected for use in the system. Our
ultimate goal in the rule-discovery processshould be to select a
rule-set that maximizes the three criteria mentioned above, rather
than individual rules with desirableproperties.
Another criterion of quality for a ruleset is its ability to reflect
different patterns related to fraud. We would like our rules to be
different from each other in the sensethat they reflect different
kinds of “behavior” patterns. This difference should be reflected
in a relatively small overlap between the sets of “behaviors”
belonging to the rules within our sample of fraudulent and
legitimate customer behaviors. In other words, difference in
patternsshould be measuredat the “behavior” level (the lower of
the two). So, two rules can describecompletely different patterns,
with no overlap in the behavior samplesbelonging to the rules,
but give alerts for the samecustomers,becauseall thesecustomers
have both patterns.In such a case,we would consider theserules
asdifferent, and would like to find both rules.
We would also like to have a relatively small number of rules in
the selectedrule-set. The rule-discovery results are supposedto
serveonly as an increment to the hand crafted rules, which are the
main set of rules in the rule-basedsystem.The analystsmanaging
the systemshould be able to understandthe rulediscovery results

and integrate them into the system, while retaining their control
over the whole process.Therefore, generating small rule-sets is
essentialfor using rule-discovery in this context.
Thus our qualitative demandsfrom a good ruleset are:
.
High specificity and sensitivity at the customer(case)level.
.

Large number of true alerts at the behavior (record) level.

.

The rule-set should contain rules that are not “similar”, i.e.
rules that capturedifferent behavior patterns.

.

The number of rules in the rule-set should be small.

6. BI-LEVEL

RULE GENERATION

There are several possible approachesto constructing correct bilevel rules. One is to abandonstandardrule-generation procedures
completely in favor of simpler ad-hoc methods.For example, we
could use a standard procedure to build rules on customer
attributes only, using a databasewith one record per customer,
then run a separatesecond stage with one record per “behavior
sample” to add behavior attributes to the rules. This naive
approachis unlikely to give good results, as it would be limited in
its ability to find “interactions” between customer-level and
behavior-level attributes (e.g., that customersin a certain area are
likely to be fraudulent if they makemany international calls).
Another approach is to modify the existing algorithms to ensure
that they count the recordscorrectly, taking into account the issue
of bi-level data. We have taken this approach, and have built a
rule generator based on a modification of the C4.5 algorithm.
Section 6 presentsan example of rules generatedby the system
prior to the modification, comparedto the results with the bi-level
modification. We assumethat the readeris familiar with the use of
C4.5 as a rule generationprogramand with its basic algorithms.
The relevant changesin the algorithm are concentratedin three
areaS- splitting criterion and stopping rule for tree construction
and pruning signiticance tests. The splitting criterion is used to
select the “best” greedy split in each stage during tree
construction. It is basedon calculating the “information content”
of eachof the suggestedsplits with regardto the classdistribution
and choosing the one with the highest content. The stopping rule
dictates the size of groups we are willing to acceptas “leaves” in
the tree. The goal of using a stopping rule is to prevent the system
from creating rules representing small sampleswith no statistical
generalization ability.
For both of theseareasthe key to working on bi-level data is that
the “size of groups” concept has to be defined with respectto the
level at which the attribute being split belongs. So, when splitting
on a customer-level attribute, the amount of customers of each
class found in each “leaf’ is counted. When splitting on a
behavior-level attribute we should count the number of instances
of behavior (i.e. the number of “records”) of each class in each
“leaf’.
The idea of the necessarychanges for the pruning significance
testsis similar. The examplein section 6, in fact, includes only the
changesin the splitting criterion and stopping rule, which in most
experimentshave been sufficient for creating good bi-level rules.
Future development of special-purpose algorithms for b&level
rule generationare discussedin section 9.
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7. SOLUTION: TWO-STAGE PROCESS
We have developed an approachto handle the unique problem of
rule-discovery for fraud basedon a partition of the rule-discovery
processinto two independent components.This gives the system
the maximum flexibility to adaptto the various challengesit faces.
We have completely separatedthe rule-generation stagefrom the
rule-selection (or rule-set selection) stage in the system. The
generalarchitectureof the systemcan be seenin figure 1.

I

1

Figure 1: Architecture of 2-stageSolution
The rule-generation step is used to create a large number of
candidate rules, and could include multiple rulegeneration
applications, each of them generating a set of rules. All rule
generatorsshould be able to handle the bi-level problem discussed
in section 6, as was done for our version of C4.5.

7.1 Rule Selection Methodology

the “best” rule. Each rule is selected (or not) and added to the
rule-set according to rule-set quality criteria, defined in terms of
thresholds on various quality measures. Thus, the selection
decision is affected not only by a rule’s individual performance,
but also by its incremental performancerelative to the previously
selected rules. The predefined thresholds can be adjusted
according to specific aims, e.g., high accuracy, small rule-set, etc.
Figure 2 illustrates the selection procedure.
In our implementation, the criterion for sorting the rules was their
accuracy in terms of cases,measuredat the customer level. The
selection criteria used for deciding whether to add a new ruIe
included incremental fraud coveragein terms of cases,measured
at the customer level, as well as the difference between rules,
measuredat the behavior level. The difference between two rules
is indicated by their correlation (measured at the behavior or
record level).
So, when considering selecting a new rule (NR) we compute its
additional fraud coverage (AFC) and its maximum correlation
(MC) with the rules in the selectedgroup (SR) (FC refers to the
fraud coverageof a rule-set in cases):
.
AFCZ
= FC (SR ,NR)
- FC (SR)
SRrc SR
l
MC = MAX{correlation (NR, SRi))
If the rule’s additional fraud coverage is at least TAFc and its
maximum correlation with a previously selected rule is at most
TMc then the rule is selected.We can emphasizevarious aspectsof
the desired properties for resulting rule-sets by tuning these
threshold levels (T,. TMc).

8. EXAMPLE: IDENIF’YING BAD DEBT

The rule selection stagereceives as input all the candidate rules,
generatedin the pervious stage,as well as classified customerand
behavior data. It applies a selection procedure that produces as
output a rule-set with the desirable quality properties. The
procedure designed here is a greedy algorithm, which is divided
into two main sub-procedures.

The data for theseexperimentscamefrom a cellular carrier with a
considerabIenumber of bad debt (“never paid”) customers,who
use the network and never pay a single bill. Our data set included
a few hundred “legitimate” customersand a few hundred bad debt
customers.We used as “behavior samples” daily summaries of
usageof the different kinds, such as total calls, local calls, calls to
mobile, and international calls. As we were dealing with
subscription fraud starting from day one, there was no need for
monitoring changesin behavior. We also had customer-level data
such as the customer’s type, his credit limit. residence area, etc.
Thus we had in our dam a record for each day of each customer,
with customerdata replicated for all the daily records of the same
customer,and with daily behavior monitors.
We first ran the data through the standard C4.5 rule-discovery
system,trying to assessthe impact of not handling bi-level data
correctly. Not surprisingly, the generated rules, used customer
featuresalmost exclusively, and someof them were as silly as “If
a customer’s name is X and he lives in area Y he is likely to be
fraudulent”. The program failed in finding rules successfully
combining customer-leveland behavior-level attributes.
Next we ran the same data through our %-level compliant”
version of the c4.5 engine, making sure that the coverageof treeleaves,hence of the generatedrules, was calculated correctly. The
result was now numerous sensible patterns describing both single
indicators and combinations of indicators of likely fraud. Someof
the rules described new, unexpected patterns. For confidentiality
reasons we cannot display the actual rules discovered. As an
example, however, we give the structure of some of the rules we
got:

Rgure 2: Illustration of rule-selection methodology
The first sub-procedure sorts all candidate rules according to a
single rule quality criterion, while the secondperforms the actual
selection. It scansall the sorted rules sequentially, beginning with
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were falling short were the key steps to suggesting a successful
alternative approach.
In general, the contribution of this paper can be divided into two
parts: description of the unique features of rule-discovery for
telecommunicationsfraud (bi-level data, special rule and rule-set
quality criteria) and suggestion of solutions for the particular
problemsand an appropriateframework for the whole process.
We believe that there is room for further research, especially
concerning the design and implementation of new algorithms for
rule-discovery for fraud. Among the directions we are pursuing:
Exhaustive rule generation: Use the sparsenessof fraud examples
within the data to build an exhaustive mechanismfor finding all
possible rules containing a substantial number of fraud examples.
As the two-level problem is similar in structure to the hierarchy
problem which [8] discuss, it seems especially appropriate to
utilize someof the ideas from their domain of Association Rules
discovery. The advantagehere is that the rule-generation step will
not lose any of the possible candidatesfor “good” rules, and will
not require complicated mechanisms.This would create a very
large number of candidate tules, out of which select a “‘good”
subset of rules will be selected by an efficient rule-selection
mechanism.
Non-greedy rule-selection procedures: Optimization methods
such as Simulated Annealing and Genetic Programming can be
utilized to create a more robust selection process,with a better
chanceof finding the “best” rule-set.

credit-limite X ANDtotal-usage-type1> Y ANDtotal-usage-type2< 2
=> alert
For the purpose of evaluating the performance of the rule
selection stage,the set of cases(customers)was divided randomly
into a training set and a test set. The selection procedurereceived
47 candidate rules and was implemented solely on the training
group. A total of 35 threshold contigurations were made, using
TApc values in [O.Ol, 0.051 and TMc values in [0.3, 0.91. Some
threshold combinations produced the samerule-set. The results,
i.e., the selectedrule-set, were tested against the test group. For
eachselectedset,four performanceattributes were measured:
Set Size = Number of selectedrules
Accuracy =

Number of detected fraud customers
Number of customers classified fraud

Fraud Coverage=

Number of detected fraud customers
Total number of fraud customers

Maximum Correlation = MAX{correlation (SRi, SRj)} i fj
Table 1 presentsthe performanceattributes of the selectedrule-set
using different thresholds. For example, in iteration #l, loose
thresholds were used, demanding an additional coverageof only
1% and allowing correlation between selectedrules as high as 0.9.
The thresholds produced a rule set containing 5 rules, in which
90.1% of the casesclassified as fraud were indeed fraudulent.
This rule-set detected90.1% of the fraud casesbut at least two
rules in the set representthe samepattern, since they are highly
correlated(0.89). It is clear that the thresholdsused in iteration #9
produceda better rule-set. This set, with fewer rules, has the same
fraud coverage with higher accuracy and lower maximum
correlation. However, the comparison is not always that obvious.
For example, set #2 detects a higher fraud rate than set #l with
lower maximum correlation but is less accurate. If we want to
enable comparability between all rule-sets, the performance
measuresshould be prioritized or assignedweights.
Fraud
Max
#
Set
ACCllraCy
kC
TMC
Coverage

Size

1 1
2 1
1 3 1
1 4 1
5
6
7
8
9
10 I
1115%

1%
1%
1%
1%
2%
2%

1
1
1
1
1
1

2%

1

3%
4%
. ,5%

0.9
0.7
0.5
0.3
0.6
0.5

1
1
1
1
1
1

5
5
4
4
4
4

1
1
1
1
1
1

OA

i

A

1

V.-r

0.3
0.6
0.4
0.3

7

3
3
3
2

90.1%
89.0%
89.1%
87.8%
90.1%
89.2%

1
1
1
1

ROO%

VS.

92. 7aL
I ,”
91.5%
90.4%
94.3%

,
1
1

90.1%
92.7%
89.1%
89.6%
90.1%
90.1%
92.7%
85.4%
9n.19h
- -.- .92.7%
85.4%
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